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A SIESTA KEY HOME WITH AN ARTISTIC PEDIGREE GOES
FROM TEAR-DOWN TO TERRIFIC. BY ILENE DENTON
IT WAS A FAMILY TRADITION. For years, Kristin and Jimmy Raybon would pile their three children

into their motorboat on the weekend and meander down Siesta Key’s scenic Grand Canal until they
reached an old mud-brown clapboard house with floor-to-ceiling windows on a wide curve of the
waterway. There, they’d wave at the tall woman with the graying ponytail who’d be painting on an easel set
up at the water’s edge, a German shepherd lazing at her feet.
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›› BUILDER

Eric Hockett,
Suncoast Construction

›› ARCHITECTURAL

DRAWINGS
AND DRAFTING
Mast Drafting & Design

Below left, the Raybons transformed the exterior siding from
mud brown to fresh gray and white, and added a pool and
paver deck. Below right, the brand-new kitchen sparkles with
an aqua glass backsplash and Carrara marble island top.

›› INTERIOR DESIGN

Kristin Raybon Designs

The house is set at ground level just seven feet from the
seawall, so that views from the big glass windows make it feel
like you’re floating on a boat.

In the living room, glass walls bring in the
sunshine and views of Siesta Key’s Grand
Canal. Original tongue-in-groove ceilings and
beams got a coat of bright white paint. An
original antique ship’s engine telegraph and
solid-teak ball reinforce the nautical theme.
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The woman was Nike Parton, a
1954 Ringling College of Art and
Design graduate and award-winning
plein air painter who created vivid
images of the Florida outdoors—fishing boats, palm groves, blood-orange
royal poinciana trees—no doubt
inspired by her home’s setting on 130
feet of Grand Canal opposite a
park-like piece of county-owned
undeveloped land. Parton taught art
classes in a separate high-ceilinged
studio on the property.
“We called it the Glass House,” says
Kristin, “and we always said that we
wanted to live there someday.”
That dream came true in 2009 when
Parton’s estate put the house on the

market. It had been occupied by
renters who’d made a mess of it.
Despite its dilapidated state—“it was
awful, very rustic and dark, dark
inside,” with deep brown paneled
walls and ceilings everywhere, Jimmy
remembers—he jumped on it when
he saw the MLS listing.
Razing the house and starting over
would have been cheaper, he says, but
two things saved it. It’s set at ground
level just seven feet from the seawall,
so that views from the big glass
windows make it feel like you’re
floating on a boat. (“You couldn’t
build anything like it today [because
of new elevation requirements],”
Kristin says.) And it’s a sentimental

part of their family history. “For so
many years we saw Nike painting
here,” says Jimmy. “It didn’t feel right
to tear it down.”
It didn’t hurt, also, that Kristin is
an interior designer who specializes
in updating aging Siesta Key
condominiums. “My sister fell over
laughing when she saw the ‘before’
pictures,” she says. “I had to look past
all that to find the coastal charm. You
had to have a lot of vision, but you
could absolutely see it.”
Instead of leveling, the Raybons
lightened up: covering the dark
tongue-in-groove ceilings and walls
with bright white paint, installing
white-oiled European oak floors in
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Their biggest construction project was transforming the original art
studio into a master suite and connecting it to the main house.

A new nautically themed entry foyer, top, connects the original home to the artist
studio-turned-master suite, above. Right, the upstairs hallway lined with family
portraits leads to the children’s rooms. Opposite page, a sweeping view of the
open living-dining room and kitchen. Sunbrella outdoor fabric on the slipcovered
sectional can handle wet bathing suits.
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eight-inch planks that evoke the
feeling of being on a boardwalk, and
adding additional floor-to-ceiling
windows on the canal side where
they’ve nestled a dining table. Now,
says Jimmy, “When you sit at the
table, it’s like being in an aquarium.
Schools of manatee and sting rays
come up; a nest of ospreys just had
babies and they swoop down in front
of us.”
In the adjacent open kitchen, they
replaced the small bank of ’50s-era
cabinets with white cabinets, white
quartz countertops and a sleek
Carrara marble-topped island. The
new aqua glass backsplash references
the water view, and a vintage brass
light fixture over the dining table sets

a nautical tone. Kristin found the
metal seahorse hanging from an upper
beam at the Sarasota Trading
Company. “It feels happy,” she says.
Their biggest construction project
was transforming the original art
studio into a master suite and
connecting it to the main house with a
brand-new, light, white 550-squarefoot entry foyer, where once stood an
overgrown jungle of tropical plants.
On the foyer walls are striking,
large-scale original survey maps of St.
Armands Circle from 1926, gifts from
Kristin’s father, who was the former
owner of Hemingway’s restaurant on
St. Armands.
While peeling back wall boards in
the art studio to create their master

suite, the Raybons were delighted to
uncover sketches all over the walls—
not only Parton’s, but those of the
home’s original owner, Dick Oxley,
also a Ringling teacher who’d
designed and built the house in 1957.
(Parton bought it from him in 1968.)
The Raybons are quick to credit
contractor Eric Hockett for sharing
their vision. “It was a tear-down until
I met Eric; he saw the vision, too,”
Kristin says.
The entire project took two years.
“We kept the original contemporary
bones with its cottage charm but gave
it a modern spin that fits our family
and lifestyle,” says Kristin. “It was a
lot of work, but in the end I believe
Parton and Oxley would be proud.”
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